GROUNDSMASTER 52

A new dimension in riding rotaries: the perfect mid-size mower. Big enough to mow up to 18 acres a day. Maneuverable enough to mow, and trim, an acre or less.

Hydrostatic drive gives superior maneuverability: single pedal controls forward-reverse with no gears, no shifting, no wasted time. And there's a continuous range of ground speeds (0-5 mph mowing) for great cutting control under all conditions (unit transports at up to 8.5 mph, depending on conditions).

12 gauge stamped steel deck is five inches deep for excellent discharge of clippings. 10 3/4" offset to left and smoothly formed shape contribute to ease of trimming around trees and under shrubbery.

Safety features include dynamic braking for greater control; unobstructed operator view; interlock switches to prevent starting or leaving the machine running with traction pedal or PTO shaft engaged; low center of gravity for improved stability on sidehills; deflector shield over discharge area.

Clean, simple engineering makes the Groundsmaster 52 easy to maintain and easy to operate. It's built for years of dependable, day-in day-out service.

Haven't you done without a new Toro long enough?
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